Postdialysis Fatigue
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A 65-year-old woman who has undergone hemodialysis (HD) three times per week for 10 years notes that she “has no energy” after her treatments. After dialysis, she goes home, sleeps for 2 hours, and still feels tired for several more hours. Sometimes she does not feel “back to [her] normal self” until the next day. She asks her provider why she feels so fatigued and what can be done to help.

Postdialysis fatigue

Fatigue is commonly reported by HD patients. Although there is no widely accepted definition of postdialysis fatigue, patients often express feeling exhausted or drained soon after dialysis. Patients lose their ability to “experience life” as a result of both the physical and emotional impact of HD. Postdialysis fatigue is associated with hard outcomes such as hospitalization and mortality (1). As such, fatigue has been referred to as dialysis recovery time (3). The patients most likely to experience longer recovery times include those with advanced age, greater number of years receiving dialysis, and multiple comorbidities (4). The dialysis routine, which is often quantified in minutes or hours and is typically referred to as dialysis recovery time (3). Fatigue itself is difficult to define, with several dimensions to capture. For example, a measurement tool needs to differentiate between a nagging, ongoing, and prolonged fatigue compared with a short, yet severe, drop in energy. A current initiative is being undertaken by the Standardized Outcomes in Nephrology–Hemodialysis group to develop a tool that addresses these issues (8).

The minutes-to-recovery question (dialysis recovery time)

Answers to the question “How long does it take you to recover from a dialysis session?” can be used to obtain information about fatigue (3). Shorter recovery times reported with this question correlate with higher quality of life survey scores. Sixty-eight percent of patients report more than 2 hours of recovery time, whereas 27% of patients report more than 6 hours (4). However, the recovery time question also has limitations (4, 5). For example, this question does not capture the severity of symptoms, nor does it differentiate between recovery from fatigue and recovery from other common complaints such as headaches, cramps, and back pain. The open-ended nature of the question allows for a wide range of interpretation, with patients’ answers referring to the last treatment or an average experience over different periods of time.

How to measure fatigue

One of the difficulties facing researchers in this area is the lack of a suitable measurement tool. Available tools include the four-item Vitality section of the 36-item Short Form Health Survey, among several others (8). The length of surveys is prohibitive for their use, particularly in patients with severe fatigue. In addition, most if not all of these tools have limited or no validation in the HD population. To complement further, fatigue itself is difficult to define, with several dimensions to capture. The open-ended nature of the question allows for a wide range of interpretation, with patients’ answers referring to the last treatment or an average experience over different periods of time.

How to manage postdialysis fatigue

Management strategies must be individualized. Various approaches have been suggested:

- Physical factors: Optimal treatment of comorbid conditions such as heart failure, malnutrition, and anemia.
- Adjustments to the dialysis prescription:
  - Consider whether inadequate dialysis is contributing to fatigue.
  - Measures to address intradialytic hypotension. One study observed shorter recovery times with lower ultrafiltration rates (5), but this was not the case in other studies (4). No interventional studies have been conducted to evaluate this discrepancy.
- Exercise: A trial of low-intensity core strengthening, range of motion, and stretching/ flexibility exercises for 30 minutes per week during dialysis found a decrease in postdialysis recovery time (11).
- Social support: Anxiety and depression can contribute to fatigue (6, 10).

The most important step in treating postdialysis fatigue is to recognize and validate it. Successful management should be interdisciplinary, involving not only nephrologists and dialysis unit staff but also patients and family. Although the causes of postdialysis fatigue may be multifactorial, there are often modifiable factors at play, such as excessive ultrafiltration, dehydration, and physical deconditioning. Applied pragmatic clinical research to address this issue is urgently needed.
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